
Rogue Classic
The Rogue Classic features a non-ported hardback frame with a Jet Black 
polished finish similar to the original Bauer M model. The Classic reel is 
specifically crafted to balance two-handed rods and heavier saltwater 
rods. The large diameter spool assures quick line pick up and ample 
capacity to accommodate your line combination of choice from 
Skagit to PowerSpey. 

The Rogue 5 Classic is ideal for switch rods and 5/6 two-handed 
rods. The Rogue 6 Classic balances superbly with the 12'-14' 
two-handed rods. The Rogue 7 Classic is designed for the largest 
Spey lines on the market and delivers the quickest line pick up 
with a 4.5" diameter spool. The Rogue Classic is simply beautiful. 

MODEL DIAMETER WEIGHT LINE CAPACITY+(BACKING) REEL SPOOL

Rogue 5 Classic 4.00 in. 9.5 oz. Spey Windcutter 6/7/8+(150yds30#) $545 $265
Skagit 400 grain+(150yds30#)

Rogue 6 Classic 4.25 in. 10.3 oz. Spey Windcutter 8/9/10+(175yds30#) $595 $290
Skagit 550 grain+(175yds30#)

Rogue 7 Classic 4.50 in. 11.0 oz. Spey Windcutter 9/10/11+(225yds30#) $665 $325
Skagit 650 grain+(225yds30#)

Visit bauerflyreel.com for the latest new 
product introductions and company news.

Rogue 7 Classic

Rogue 5 Classic

CFX 5

CFX 2

CFX Spey

CFX 6 Spey CFX 5 Spey

MODEL DIAMETER WEIGHT LINE WT. CAPACITY+(BACKING) REEL SPOOL

CFX1 3.00 in. 4.0 oz. 3-5 WF5+(60yds20#) $310 $160
CFX2 3.25 in. 4.4 oz. 5-6 WF6+(100yds20#) $325 $165
CFX3 3.50 in. 5.1 oz. 6-7 WF7+(150yds20#) $355 $180
CFX4 3.75 in. 6.2 oz. 7-8 WF8+(150yds20#) $385 $195
CFX5 4.00 in. 6.7 oz. 8-9 WF9+(225yds20#) $415 $215
CFX5 Spey 4.00 in. 7.6 oz. Spey Skagit 400 grain+(150yds30#) $425 $215

Unispey 6/7 +(150yds30#)
CFX6 Spey 4.25 in. 8.6 oz. Spey Skagit 550 grain+(160yds30#) $455 $235

Unispey 7/8 +(175yds30#)  

MacKenzie CFX 

Rogue, Rogue Classic, CFX & CFX Spey

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

Jet Black Pearl Gray Titanium

Standard Spool Colors

Baja Gold Agate Green Bronze

Optional Spool Colors
MAC 4

MAC 2
MAC

MODEL DIAMETER WEIGHT LINE CAPACITY+(BACKING) REEL SPOOL

MAC 1 3.00 in. 4.2 oz. 3/4/5 WF5+(60yds20#) $275 $140
MAC 2 3.25 in. 4.6 oz. 5/6/7 WF6+(125yds20#) $285 $145
MAC 4 3.75 in. 6.2 oz. 7/8/9 WF8+(225yds20#) $345 $175

Visit bauerflyreel.com for Splash and Special order colors & options.

The CFX Spey has a traditional solid back frame with a Jet Black high
polish mirror finish. Built on the CFX platform, the sealed carbon fiber
drag system delivers silky smooth performance at all settings and in all
conditions—no maintenance required. The CFX Spey is traditional in
appearance but high tech in performance. A perfect match for the great
mid-price switch and two-handed rods available today.

The MAC features a clean, traditional appearance. Based on the CFX
platform, the sealed carbon fiber drag system delivers silky smooth 
performance at all settings and in all conditions—no maintenance 
required.  The MAC has a anodized Stealth Black brushed finish. It is
traditional in appearance but high tech in performance. A great USA
produced value.



Made in the USAMade in the USA

Rogue
The Rogue features the sealed, floating Carbon Fiber disc drag system and V-Arbor design. The distinctive V-Arbor design 

maintains a larger effective diameter for the portion of the fly line and backing that is actually used when fishing. 
The balance of the backing is stored in the V bottom of the arbor, always available when needed. The V-Arbor 

design delivers the performance of ultra large arbor spools without the poor line tracking 
characteristics of wide spools.

The Rogue has a Jet Black polished finish with optional spool colors. It is also available 
in striking all Splash frame and spool options. The sealed Carbon Fiber drag, 

V-Arbor, and lightweight design make it the reel choice for any 
angler, for any destination.

MODEL DIAMETER WEIGHT LINE WT. CAPACITY+(BACKING) REEL SPOOL

Rogue 1 3.00 in. 3.9 oz. 3-5 WF5+(60yds20#) $395 $195
Rogue 2 3.25 in. 4.2 oz. 5-6 WF6+(100yds20#) $415 $205
Rogue 3 3.50 in. 4.7 oz. 6-7 WF7+(150yds20#) $445 $220
Rogue 4 3.75 in. 5.8 oz. 7-8 WF8+(175yds20#) $485 $240
Rogue 5 4.00 in. 8.1 oz. 8-9 WF9+(250yds20#) $545 $265
Rogue 6 4.25 in. 8.9 oz. 10-11 WF10+(375yds30#) $595 $290
Rogue 7 4.50 in. 9.5 oz. 12-13 WF12+(450yds30#) $665 $325

Innovation and advanced technology is what auto-racing champion Jon Bauer introduced to fly fishing over a decade ago. The award
winning MacKenzie large arbor reel revolutionized fly reel design, forcing every major manufacturer to follow his lead. Our products
are put to the test daily by our customers, guides and staff. Our goal is to pursue superior performance and not to accept convention 

as “good enough”.  Our passion for fly fishing drives our goal to create innovative, quality products that enhance the fly fishing 
experience. Join us in the pursuit of excellence.

All Bauer reels are precision machined in the USA, from 100% aerospace bar stock aluminum and stainless steel for maximum strength
and corrosion resistance. The spool and drag system rotate on sealed, precision stainless steel ball bearings. The patented, non-corrosive

Bauer Zero-Backlash clutch provides a seamless engagement of the disc drag with no hesitation or jerk and permits the user to 
easily change retrieve direction or service the clutch without tools. The highly developed, floating carbon fiber drag 

system delivers silky smooth performance at all settings and in all conditions without fluctuation, run after 
run—no maintenance required. This critical function can not be tested at the fly shop, but only 

on the water hooked up. So get hooked up with the Bauer Super-Smooth drag experience. 

Designed and Manufactured in the USA. Every reel is crafted and given its final 
inspection by our staff in Ashland, Oregon. The reels have a lifetime 

warranty and are serviced by the same people who produce them.

Visit bauerflyreel.com for the latest new product introductions and company news.

585 Clover Lane Ashland, Oregon 97520
888.484.4165 • info@bauerflyreel.com
Made in the USA • U.S. Patent #5921492

PREMIUM FLY REELS, INCPREMIUM FLY REELS, INC

Golden Dorado
CFX 5, Z-axis 8 wt.
Tsimane Lodge, Boliva
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